CREATIVE ABILITY TEST

Q.1 Draw the following objects with details. Use the space given below

1. Wall Clock

2. Table Fan

3. Stean Iron

4. Pen
Q.2 (A) State where the given print is appropriate for –

1. Male/ Female
2. Age Group
3. Occasion
4. Colours
5. Preferred fabric
6. Preferred Garment

Q.2 (B) Alter the above floral design to suit a print appropriate for kidswear
Q.3 (A) State where the given print is appropriate for –

1. Male/ Female ________________________
2. Age Group ________________________
3. Occasion _________________________
4. Colours ___________________________
5. Preferred fabric ____________________
6. Preferred Garment __________________

Q.2 (B) Alter the above geometric design to suit a print appropriate for a female professional
Q.4 Complete the mirror image
Q.5 Dress the figure in the clothes drawn besides the figure